Light Source Replacement/Assembly Diagram:

Diagram:

Cleaning Instructions:

- Turn off power before removing or replacing parts as shown above.
- Clean with a soft cloth. First, then gently with a dry cloth.
- Keep blades dry before installation.
- Make sure that water can not run into the center hole.
The correct position for removing unit from carton

Wrong position - Do not lift from scroll arms
Manual of Fan Remote Controller

This unit is mainly for fan and its lighting function, but the ionizer is an additional function. This product has an FCC ID certificate. Adopted frequency: 304MHz. Please turn off the power first, then refer to the manual for installation instruction.

1. Setting up the remote
The wireless control is designed to operate both the light and speed of the fan. The remote uses a 9V battery. Remove the remote’s back cover and insert the battery. Please make sure the battery is inserted in the right direction or the remote may not function. Remove the battery from the remote if you do not plan to use the remote for a long time.

The code for the controller and remote must be the same. You can manually adjust the code as seen below.

2. Operating instructions

A. Turn on power and press (light) key on the remote to turn on the lights. Press the key again to turn off.

B. (Four speed buttons) These are the four keys for adjusting fan speed.

C. Press (Ionizer) to turn on the inducer and ionizer. Press it again to turn off this function.